May 2, 2015

NEPAL EARTHQUAKE RELIEF ‐ APPEAL
It has been one week since the massive 7.9 Richter scale earthquake struck Nepal in the morning of 25
April 2015. To date, more than 6,200 people are dead, countless animals have perished, billions of
dollar worth of property and infrastructure are estimated to have been damaged, and the priceless
World Heritage sites in Kathmandu valley and other medieval cities of this country nestled in the
Himalaya have been lost. Sadly, the casualty continues to mount.
Nepal Culture Society of BC (NCSBC), the community organization of people of Nepali origin from
across BC, renews its call to all individuals and organizations to continue to think of and support Nepal.
It is only natural that with the passing of every day Nepal will be lesser on the news. But, please
remember just because it might not make headlines, the suffering of Nepal and Nepalis however is not
going to get less. Unfortunately it will only get worse in the days to come.
Nepali community in BC are doing all they can with the relief effort in Nepal. NCSBC is working with
Canada Redcross Society (www.redcross.ca) to raise fund that will be matched $ for $ by the
Government of Canada. NCBSC will issue cash receipts and Canada Redcross will subsequently issue
official receipt. NCSBC volunteers must carry all that time an authorization letter personally signed by
the undersigned and show it to the donors.
Once again, NCSBC appeals all to not forget of Nepal and Nepalis just because it they may not be
headline news anymore.
If you have any question or concern please feel free to call me personally at 778‐866‐5771 or e‐mail:
bodncsbc@gmail.com.
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